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LETTER
FROM
THE CEO

DAZ is one of AAGs companies (AbdelReheem 

Amr

Group) established in 2017. Our aim is to bring

the opportunity of choice to the local market,

while competing with the international 

products.

Our mission is to achieve high quality

products as competitive as the highest

international products with innovative designs

at affordable prices specially tailored for our

unique clients inside and outside of Egypt.

For more than 75 years AAG has been working

in the furniture manufacturing and retail sector

in Egypt. This allowed us to be confident that

DAZ meets our clients’ needs and expectations.

Attention to details and competitive high

quality products is what DAZ is all about .
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 OUR
FACTORY

DAZ was created to provide the Egyptian market

with Furniture that fulfills international standards

of both quality and design. With a manufacturing

facility on a built-up area of 6000 m square DAZ 

has

3 production lines:

1. Live Edge wood

2. Engineered wood

3. Upholstery

To ensure delivery of highest standards, the DAZ

plant is equipped with the most sophisticated

machinery on the market. The manufacturing 

lines

are operated by highly experienced engineers

and qualified workers. Our technical team is

represented by strong innovative and talented

engineers who constantly show precision and

innivative designs in their technical drawings.

Thank you for your trust in DAZ
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WHY
WE ARE
SPECIAL

Our products are based on 75 years of experience

in furniture manufacturing and in modern unique

furniture designs. We use our experience as one

of AAG companies, to create a very special system

where experience meets quality, and modern

designs.
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OUR
PRODUCTS

Sofas

Bedrooms

Dining rooms

Coffee tables

Tv tables

Shoes cabinets

Kitchens

Dressing rooms

Office furniture

Special products
Wall cladding

Ceiling cladding

Doors

Sink cabinets

Pergolas
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Office Furniture 

Desk 

Counter 

Workstation 

Drawers 

Side 

Cupboard

Storage unit

Shannon

Locker

Waiting area

 



 CONTENT

 -    Royal fruits office project - SODIC

- APIS office project - SODIC

- sky office project- SODIC

- Telecom Egypt – Ras Ghaleb

-  Mr. Mahmoud Makhlouf’s office - CFC

-  Seven Fortunes  coffee Roasters - Walk of Cairo

- Mr. Shehab’s office - El-Zamalek

- Dr. Nuha ’s clinic - SODIC

- United Pharma office project – walk of Cairo

- E-Hills – Smart Village
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 Royal Fruits office
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    APIS office
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    sky office
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      Telecom Egypt
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Mr. Mahmoud Makhlouf ’s 

office
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Seven Fortunes 

coffee and Roaster
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Mr. Shehab ‘s office
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Dr. Nuha ‘s Clinic
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United pharma office
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E-Hills
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  OUR PROJECTS
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SUMMARY

We present wooden & metal furniture for office & hotels with 

quality solutions & creative designed products made in Egypt. 

For Over 5 years DAZ wooden & metal furniture have been 

providing high quality .
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THANK YOU

Design@daz-eg.com

DAZ FURNITURE

147. Add Haram Street . Giza
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